THIRD COMMITTEE: COMMERCIAL POLICY

AGENDA FOR FOURTEENTH MEETING OF COMMITTEE III (a)

To be held on Friday, 19 December 1947 at 4:00 p.m.
Conference Room B


1. ARTICLE 32 - FREEDOM OF TRANSIT

Paragraph 1
Item 1
- Chile (reservation withdrawn)

" 2
- Argentina (deletion of 'vessels and
other means of transport')

" 3
- Afghanistan (additional operations)

Paragraph 2
Item 4
- Argentina (deletion of paragraph 2)

" 5
- Chile (exceptions)

Paragraph 5
Item 6
- Note (Geneva Draft - transport charges)

Paragraph 6
Item 7
- France (difficulty in amending national
legislation at present).

New Paragraph
Item 8
- Costa Rica ('grazing livestock')

" 9
- Afghanistan (exception for seasonal nomads)

2. ARTICLE 35 - FORMALITIES CONNECTED WITH IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION

Paragraph 1
Item 38
- Argentina (drafting changes)

" 39
- Turkey " "

Paragraph 4
Item 40
- Uruguay (drafting changes)

" 41
- Uruguay ( )

Paragraph 5
Item 42
- Uruguay (facilities for advertising,
commercial travellers and samples)

" 43
- Argentina (drafting changes)

" 44
- Note (Geneva Draft - multiple currency
practices).
New Paragraph
Item 45
" 46

General
Item 47
- Brazil (may present an amendment)

3. ARTICLE 36 - MARKS OF ORIGIN
Whole Article
- Argentina (Deletion of this Article)
Paragraph 7
- Chile ('producer country' to be indicated)
New Paragraph
- Cuba (see E/CONF.2/C.3/6, item 3)

4. ARTICLE 37 - PUBLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TRADE REGULATIONS
Paragraph 3
- Argentina (no determination of conformity to requirements).
" 51 and 52
- New Zealand and United Kingdom (correction to conform with General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade).

5. ARTICLE 38 - INFORMATION, STATISTICS AND TRADE TERMINOLOGY
Item 53
- Norway (simplified version of the entire Article; consultation in order to avoid duplicating of work; etc.)

6. ARTICLE 39 - BOYCOTTS
Item 54
- Lebanon and Syria ('governmental measures', 'popular campaigns', etc. specified; exceptions for reasons of national security, etc; drafting changes).
" 55
- Iraq (exceptions for reasons of national security etc; drafting changes).
" 56
- Mexico (exceptions for certain national campaigns)